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ABOUT
TSG was started in 2018 by a group of Security, IT and HR professionals who worked in parallel but
were never partners. TSG realized that these corporate subject areas were inherently linked and that by 
combining them into one firm, it could offer clients a smooth and unified way to keep their employees safe,
their information securely flowing, and maintain the focus on their mission.

Since no two organizations are alike, TSG designs personalized solutions to reflect years of experience 
and delivers these tailored solutions to suit clients’ needs and cultures. About TSG Risk Management from 
turn-key Security and IT program design, staffing, expert analysis and reviewto-physical protection, threat 
management and investigative services, TSG gives small and mid-sized firms access to the same resources 
used by large companies.

TSG provides peer review and subject matter experts for projects and special “situations” for large
companies. In an ever-changing world with endless stress and uncertainty, TSG’s mission is to identify and 
fix issues now and prevent them from happening in the future. 

LIVE SAFER. WORK SMARTER.
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Staffed Permanent Armed Security
Agents at a Class A commercial
building in a Northeast city
experiencing periodic unrest

SECURITY
Provided a Paperless & Encrypted
Preemployment Screening
Program for one of the country’s 
top law firms with offices
throughout the world

Implemented Perimeter & Interior
Security Design for a large
residential HiRise building in a
developing urban area with
multiple exposures

Conducted Security Risk
Assessments for large East Coast
medical groups and provided
upgraded intrusion detection and
monitoring systems 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Designed & Installed a Data
Network for a multi-building
residential real estate project,
linking buildings via fiber optic
infrastructure to reduce
equipment cost 

Provided Help Desk, Deskside 
and IT Engineers working remotely 
from international locations- for a 
large asset management firm

2021 PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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CYBER SECURITY
OUR SERVICES
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Cybersecurity is a critical aspect of modern technology that focuses on the protection of computer systems, networks, 
devices, and data from digital threats, unauthorized access, and damage. This field encompasses a variety of
technologies, processes, and practices designed to safeguard the integrity, confidentiality, and availability of
information in the digital realm.

TSG Risk Management is a leading company in the cybersecurity industry, providing comprehensive security
solutions and services to its clients. Key job roles within TSG Risk Management and the cybersecurity industry
at large include:

1. Security Analyst: A Security Analyst at TSG Risk Management is responsible for continuously monitoring and
analyzing the company’s client security systems. They identify potential threats and suspicious activities, create reports, 
and recommend improvements to enhance the security posture of the organizations they serve.

2. Security Engineer: The Security Engineers at TSG Risk Management focus on designing, building, and maintaining 
secure systems and networks. They work closely with developers, system administrators, and other IT professionals to 
implement effective security solutions that protect client data and infrastructure.

3. Ethical Hacker/Penetration Tester: These cybersecurity professionals mimic the tactics and techniques of malicious 
hackers to identify vulnerabilities and weaknesses in a client’s systems and networks. By conducting simulated attacks, 
TSG Risk Management’s Ethical Hackers and Penetration Testers enable clients to address security issues before they
can be exploited by real cybercriminals.

OUR SERVICES

CYBER SECURITY
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By offering these specialized roles, TSG Risk Management fosters a robust cybersecurity ecosystem that enables 
organizations to protect their digital assets and maintain the trust of their customers and partners. The company’s 
comprehensive approach to cybersecurity ensures that clients have access to cutting-edge solutions and expertise to 
secure their digital landscape.

4. Incident Responder: Specializing in managing and responding to security incidents, TSG Risk Management’s
Incident Responders identify the root cause of breaches or cyberattacks, limit the damage, and coordinate recovery
efforts. They also develop and implement incident response plans to mitigate the impact of future threats.

5. Cybersecurity Consultant: TSG Risk Management’s Cybersecurity Consultants provide expert guidance on security 
strategies, risk management, and best practices to client organizations. They conduct security assessments and audits
to identify potential threats and help clients develop comprehensive security programs.

6. Security Architect: Tasked with developing and designing an organization’s security infrastructure,
TSG Risk Management’s Security Architects ensure alignment with the overall IT architecture and business objectives. 
They integrate security best practices and state-of-the-art technologies to create a resilient and robust cybersecurity 
framework.

CYBER SECURITY
OUR SERVICES
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IMAC, WINDOWS,
NETWORK & DATA CENTER
OUR SERVICES



TSG Risk Management is a versatile solution provider that specializes in a wide array of IT services, including
IMAC (Install, Moves, Adds, Changes), Windows Migrations and Upgrades, IT Hardware Refresh, Network Rack 
and Stack, and Data Center Services. Our team of experienced professionals is dedicated to helping businesses,
organizations, and individuals maintain efficient and up-to-date IT infrastructure while minimizing downtime
and disruptions.

Key services provided by TSG Risk Management in this domain include:

1. IMAC (Install, Moves, Adds, Changes): TSG Risk Management offers comprehensive IMAC services, ensuring
the smooth installation, relocation, addition, and modification of your IT equipment. Our team of experts is
well-equipped to handle the complexities of IMAC projects, ensuring minimal disruption to your operations and
maximizing the efficiency of your IT infrastructure.

2. Windows Migrations and Upgrades: Our professionals are experienced in managing Windows migrations
and upgrades, ensuring seamless transitions to new operating systems or software versions. We assess your
current environment, develop a tailored migration plan, and execute the migration with minimal impact on your
business operations.
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IMAC, WINDOWS, NETWORK & DATA CENTER
OUR SERVICES
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3. IT Hardware Refresh: TSG Risk Management helps organizations keep their IT infrastructure up-to-date and
optimized through IT hardware refresh services. We evaluate your existing hardware, identify opportunities for
improvement, and provide recommendations for new equipment that will enhance performance, reliability,
and security.

4. Network Rack and Stack: Our team of experts specializes in network rack and stack services, ensuring the efficient 
organization and management of your network equipment. We design and implement customized solutions that
optimize space utilization, enhance cable management, and promote efficient airflow, ultimately improving the overall 
performance and reliability of your network infrastructure.

5. Data Center Services: TSG Risk Management provides comprehensive data center services, including design,
implementation, management, and maintenance. We ensure that your data center infrastructure is optimized for
performance, security, and reliability, while adhering to industry best practices and regulatory compliance requirements. 
Our data center services encompass capacity planning, cooling and power management, disaster recovery,
and business continuity planning.

By offering these diverse IT services, TSG Risk Management enables clients to maintain a modern, efficient,
and secure IT environment that supports their business needs and objectives. Our commitment to delivering
customized and comprehensive solutions ensures that clients have access to the expertise and resources
required to address their specific IT challenges and requirements.

IMAC, WINDOWS, NETWORK & DATA CENTER
OUR SERVICES
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PHYSICAL
SECURITY GUARD
OUR SERVICES
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Armed and unarmed security services play a crucial role in safeguarding people, property, and assets. These services 
encompass a variety of functions designed to maintain a secure and orderly environment, deter criminal activity,
and respond to emergencies as they arise.

A reputable company providing these services, such as TSG Risk Management, employs well-trained security
professionals to ensure the safety and well-being of its clients. Key job roles within the armed and unarmed security 
services industry include:

1. Security Officer/Guard: Security Officers, both armed and unarmed, serve as the frontline defense for businesses, 
events, or residential communities. They patrol designated areas, monitor access points, and report suspicious activities. 
Armed Security Officers may carry firearms and are trained to respond to high-risk situations when necessary.

2. Executive Protection Specialist: These professionals provide close protection to high-profile individuals,
such as corporate executives, celebrities, or political figures. They assess potential threats, plan secure travel routes,
and accompany their clients in various environments to ensure their safety.

3. Event Security Staff: Event Security Staff are responsible for maintaining order and safety at public gatherings,
such as concerts, sporting events, or conferences. They manage crowd control, check for prohibited items, and address 
any disturbances that may arise.

4. Surveillance Operator: Surveillance Operators monitor closed-circuit television (CCTV) systems and other
surveillance equipment to detect and prevent criminal activity. They report any unusual or suspicious behavior to on-site 
security personnel or law enforcement.

PHYSICAL SECURITY GUARD - ARMED & UNARMED
OUR SERVICES
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TSG Risk Management’s armed and unarmed security professionals work together to create a safe and secure
environment for clients in various industries. By providing a comprehensive suite of security services, TSG Risk
Management helps businesses, organizations, and individuals protect their assets, maintain order, and instill
confidence in their security measures. The company’s dedication to hiring, training, and retaining top-tier security
personnel ensures that clients receive the highest level of protection and professionalism in the industry.

5. Security Supervisor/Manager: A Security Supervisor or Manager oversees the day-to-day operations of a
security team, ensuring that officers and guards follow established protocols and procedures. They provide training, 
manage schedules, and handle any issues that may arise.

6. Security Consultant: Security Consultants assess the unique security needs of a client and recommend strategies, 
technologies, and personnel deployments to create a comprehensive security plan. They may also provide guidance
on regulatory compliance and industry best practices.

7. Access Control Specialist: Access Control Specialists manage and monitor systems that control entry to secure
areas, such as keycard or biometric access systems. They ensure that only authorized individuals gain access to
restricted locations, and they maintain logs of entry and exit activities.

PHYSICAL SECURITY GUARD - ARMED & UNARMED
OUR SERVICES
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RESEARCH &
INVESTIGATION
OUR SERVICES
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TSG Risk Management, as a research and investigation expert, specializes in providing a wide range of services
to businesses, organizations, and individuals, helping them make informed decisions, mitigate risks, and ensure
compliance with legal and regulatory requirements. The company employs skilled investigators and researchers
who leverage various tools and methodologies to uncover critical information, assess potential threats, and deliver 
actionable insights.

Key services provided by TSG Risk Management in the research and investigation domain include:

1. Litigation Support: TSG Risk Management offers support to legal teams by conducting in-depth investigations,
uncovering crucial evidence, and providing expert testimony. Their professionals assist in building strong cases by
analyzing relevant data, identifying key witnesses, and presenting comprehensive findings.

2. OSINT Investigations: Utilizing Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) methodologies, TSG Risk Management’s
investigators gather, analyze, and verify information from publicly available sources. They extract valuable insights
from social media, websites, public records, and other open sources to support investigations and inform
decision-making processes.

3. Threat Monitoring: TSG Risk Management’s threat monitoring services help organizations identify and assess
potential risks and vulnerabilities. By continuously monitoring various sources of information, including online platforms, 
media, and industry-specific intelligence, they provide clients with timely alerts and strategic recommendations to
proactively address emerging threats.

RESEARCH & INVESTIGATION
OUR SERVICES
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By offering these specialized research and investigation services, TSG Risk Management enables clients to navigate 
complex situations, make informed decisions, and protect their interests. Their team of experienced professionals is 
dedicated to providing accurate, timely, and actionable information, ensuring that clients have the necessary
knowledge and resources to address challenges and seize opportunities in today’s fast-paced business landscape.

4. Due Diligence: TSG Risk Management conducts comprehensive due diligence investigations to assist clients in
making informed decisions during mergers, acquisitions, partnerships, or investments. Their investigations cover areas 
such as financial stability, legal compliance, and reputational risks, ensuring that clients have a complete understanding 
of potential risks and opportunities.

5. Pre-employment Checks: To help organizations maintain a secure and trustworthy workforce, TSG Risk
Management offers pre-employment screening services. These checks include verifying candidates’ backgrounds,
education, employment history, and criminal records, enabling clients to make well-informed hiring decisions.

6. Ad hoc Research: TSG Risk Management’s research experts provide customized research solutions tailored to
clients’ specific needs. They leverage their investigative and analytical skills to deliver insights on various subjects,
such as market trends, competitor analysis, and regulatory compliance.

RESEARCH & INVESTIGATION
OUR SERVICES
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OUR SERVICES
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TSG Risk Management Project team can assist your organization in a multitude of ways  Let’s focus on a few core 
areas: Project Management, Consultancy, Software Development, and IT Infrastructure.

1. Project Management: At TSG, we understand that every project comes with its unique challenges. We follow in-
dustry-proven methodologies such as Agile, Scrum, Kanban, or traditional waterfall models, tailoring our approach to 
best fit the project’s nature and your organizational culture. Our team will ensure your projects are executed within the 
agreed scope, time, and budget, while meeting the quality standards.

2. Consultancy: As a part of our consultancy services, we leverage our knowledge and experience to understand
your business needs. We use business analysis techniques and methods such as SWOT, PESTLE, and Gap analysis.
We then recommend strategic initiatives, technology solutions, and process improvements that align with your goals. 
We also assist in project management, using agile methodologies like Scrum or Kanban, or traditional waterfall models, 
depending on what best suits the project’s nature and your company’s culture.

3. Software Development: We have a highly skilled team of software developers experienced in a range of
programming languages and frameworks. Whether it’s front-end, back-end, or full-stack development, we can build 
robust, scalable, and secure software tailored to your business needs. We follow best practices in DevOps and CI/CD 
(Continuous Integration/Continuous Deployment) to ensure high-quality code, quick deployment, and seamless
collaboration between our development and operations teams.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
OUR SERVICES
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4. IT Infrastructure: We offer IT infrastructure services, including cloud migration and management. If your company
is considering a move to the cloud, we can help facilitate that process with providers like AWS, Google Cloud,
or Microsoft Azure. Our team can help set up secure and scalable environments, implement Infrastructure as Code
(IaC) using tools like Terraform or CloudFormation, and manage your services post-deployment. In addition, we offer 
support in cybersecurity, ensuring your infrastructure is resilient against potential threats.

In addition to these, we offer other services like data analytics, AI & ML solutions, IT support, etc. Our goal is to
be a one-stop solution for all your IT needs, ensuring you get the maximum value from your technology investments.

OUR SERVICES

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
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TSG Risk Management is a comprehensive solution and staffing provider that specializes in staffing all the positions 
and delivering the services mentioned throughout. We have a dedicated team of experienced professionals who are 
committed to understanding your unique requirements and addressing your specific security and IT challenges.

Our approach to staffing these positions and providing the required services includes:

1. Talent Acquisition: We have an extensive network of skilled and experienced professionals across various domains, 
including IT, cybersecurity, research, and investigation. Our rigorous recruitment process ensures that we identify and 
onboard top talent to meet your diverse needs.

2. Customized Solutions: We recognize that every client has unique requirements, and we tailor our staffing and
service offerings to align with your specific needs. Our team works closely with you to understand your goals,
challenges, and desired outcomes, ensuring that we deliver the most effective solutions.

3. Seamless Integration: Our professionals are adept at integrating with your existing teams and processes,
ensuring smooth collaboration and seamless delivery of services. We work in partnership with you to ensure that
our staff members are aligned with your company culture and business objectives.

4. Continuous Support: TSG Risk Management is committed to providing ongoing support for all staffed positions
and delivered services. We monitor performance, offer regular feedback, and work proactively to address any 
hallenges that may arise, ensuring that your organization continues to benefit from our expertise.

OUR SERVICES - STAFFING & SOLUTIONS
OUR SERVICES
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By leveraging our expertise in staffing and service delivery, TSG Risk Management enables clients to protect their 
assets, maintain a safe environment, and stay ahead of emerging threats and challenges. Our commitment to
delivering customized and comprehensive solutions ensures that you have access to the expertise and resources 
needed to address your specific security and IT requirements.

5. Training and Development: To ensure that our staff remains at the forefront of industry trends and best practices,
we invest in continuous training and development programs. This ensures that our professionals are well-equipped to 
address your evolving security and IT needs.

6. Scalability: As your organization grows and your requirements change, TSG Risk Management has the capability
to scale our staffing and service offerings accordingly. We can quickly adapt to accommodate your changing needs 
and ensure that your organization remains secure, efficient, and compliant.

OUR SERVICES - STAFFING & SOLUTIONS
OUR SERVICES
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TSG Risk Management
123 North Union Avenue, 
Suite 105A 
Cranford, NJ 07016

1.888.268.2293

info@tsgrisk.com
www.tsgrisk.com

We are happy to hear from you. You can easily reach us using the following contact details.

CONTACT US
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